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Who Will Stop EritrEa’S DEfiant pEtty
Dictator from Doing furthEr havoc?
The 30-year old new State of Eritrea is now almost completely devastated politically, economically,
socially and even morally by the deeds and misdeeds of a successful designer of many things evil:
its own petty dictator Isaias
Afeworki, whose extended
schemes can be traced all
over the region. These include
the manifest acts of destruction and dismantlement of
Ethiopia, starting with its northern region of Tigray.
This modern-day small “Attila
the Hun” from our small and
poor Eritrea was the seat and conduit of
extremists that contributed to the endless
suffering in Somalia. Young Eritrean boys and girls were forced to
fight and die in Kabila’s war in the Congo in the 90s. This belligerent ex-liberation struggle leader, who was, by the way, the source of
civil wars within Eritrean fronts before 1991, is still well remembered
for his unwarranted armed hostilities with all neighbors – the Sudan, Yemen, Ethiopia and Djibouti. Don’t ask how he funds his
designs, but he somehow actively and successfully trained and
armed rebels not only for Somalia but also against Eritrea’s big
neighbors: the Sudan and Ethiopia. The big question is: until
when shall everybody concerned let this petty “Attila the Hun” to continue devastating peoples’ lives in the sensitive Red Sea Basin, the Horn of Africa and beyond? >>
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Who Will Stop EritrEa’S DEfiant pEtty Dictator….
World Actors?
For several decades now, key organs of the UN as well as the EU, the US Government, the International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC) and many other global actors that are expected
to be responsible in giving priority concern to promote peace, regional and world security and the
well-being of peoples have all tried and failed in Eritrea. These and other big actors knew all
what was going on in Eritrea since the 90’s of the last
century, as they know well all what is happening now in
Tigray and Eritrea. Records of these abound.
As is the case today, the EU was also “shamed” by the
Eritrean tyrant over 20 years ago when its envoy was
told to shut up from talking about Eritrea and made persona non grata without any reason to do so. The EU preferred to shut up but unwisely continued supplying funds to an undeserving regime.
Before that, the continental organization in Africa was denounced
by what it called “that unruly boy in Asmara,” and it also preferred
to ignore all SOS cries of Eritreans. The US had its embassy staff
arrested 20 years ago and are in prison to this day for no known
charge against them. Sadly, nothing was done to exert real pressure on the one-man dictatorship in Eritrea to give its victims justice. Similarly, the ICRC and its likes have been refused access to
any prison in Eritrea for over 20 years now. The ICRC stopped
there. UN Human Rights Council inquiries that established the perpetration in Eritrea since 1991
of “crimes against humanity” ended without any result to stop the dictator.
Coming back to the ongoing wanton destruction and mayhem in Tigray, concerned UN agencies,
the EU, the US, the UK and others continue to make “calls” on the dictator to stop what he is doing. Even the UN Security Council, the supposed guardian of world peace and security, made
repeated calls on the Eritrean “leader” to listen to world conscience. He continues to defy all —
and nothing happens to him…. What can be done and who is going to do it? Hmm >>>
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The Eritrean people at home?
The Eritrean people were first blinded by their huge success in 1991 to have defeated the then Soviet-supported Ethiopia, and kept quiet till 2001 from reacting against what the home-grown tyrant
was doing against them as a nation. By 2001, it was too late to gather force and react against the
new dictator’s merciless killing apparatus. The young generation at that time saw flight from home
as a solution, leaving behind their aged parents who are today all alone, only praying a solution to
drop from the high sky.
The Eritrean army, sometimes reaching over quarter of a million, has tamed through excessive
control. Some of its officers gradually dropped the noble values of the liberation movement era
and were made to loose all humanity in them and thus became rapists and killers of their own people. They did all the evil things against other Eritreans for over two decades. And who will doubt
that they could do the same against the people of Tigray, as major world news media are telling it
today.
To the benefit of those who still wonder as to why this brave nation that could defeat a bigger force
supported by world’s biggest powers, first the US and later the ex-Soviet Union, it is useful to
briefly state that the Eritrean people did not resort to violent resistance in the past 30 years because of a general war-fatigue at the end of the prolonged liberation war of 1961-1991.

thoSE Who ShoulD anD coulD
Do What haS to bE DonE in EritrEa
It is true that Dictator Isaias Afeworki succeeded to empty Eritrea of its young generations and its
elite. About one-

third of the estimated 6-7million Eritreans are nowadays either languishing in
refugee camps in the region or exiled in far away countries. Yet, and despite all the odds, it is only
by Eritreans that the destructive petty dictator can be stopped and Eritreans obtain a lasting solution to their long stretched agony. No doubt that putting an end to this destructive regime in Eritrea
will also be a great sigh of relief for the entire sensitive
region. Eritrean political
actors therefore deserve
solidarity and friendly help
to do it.
The world democracies,
that supported liberation
movements in ending colonialism,
must
again
wake up to support forces
struggling to bring about a better future in their homeland. Eritrea is one. Therefore, political and material support to empower Eritrean non-state actors
represented by the political opposition organizations in exile, civic societies, women’s groups and
popular “enough is enough” movements acting in many countries deserve the attention and support of democratic governments and parties like those coalescing in the Progressive Alliance. And
it must be done now to stop much greater suffering and havoc.
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EritrEa iS EnEmy no 1
of thE prESS in thE WorlD
Reporters Without Borders (RWB) in April 2021 released its annual World Press Index showing the ranking of
180 countries in which Eritrea ranked the 180 th. Given the history
of the regime since Eritrea’s independent statehood three decades ago, the finding was of little surprise to many people except
this is the first time that North Korea
is excelled by Eritrea in this infamy
in press repression.
The report stated that press freedom is totally blocked or seriously
impeded in 73 countries and constrained in 59 others, representing
73% of the countries evaluated.

intEr-parliamEntary union rEmEmbErS
g-11 priSonErS; fEarS 10 may bE DEaD
The Human Rights Committee of the Inter-Parliamentary Union (IPU) recently discussed in length the situation of the G-15
prisoners in Eritrea and expressed horror to think of the still “uncorroborated information that only one of the 11 parliamentarians may still be alive.” It further deplored the Eritrean authorities’ “continued contempt for the most basic human rights
of the 11 parliamentarians by keeping them in incommunicado detention for 20 years for
exercising their right to freedom of expression in calling for the adoption of a constitution
and the establishment of a democratically elected parliament”.
The strongly-worded statement was issued at the end of the 164th session of the IPU Human
Rights Committee held between 8 and 20 March 2021.
The Geneva-based IPU was established in 1889 and today has 179 member parliaments
globally. The eleven Eritrean parliamentarians whose fate is not known are: Haile Woldentensae; Ogbe Abraha; Petros Solomon; Mahmoud Sherifo; Aster Fissehatsion; Hamad Hamid Hamad; Berhane Gebregziabeher; Beraki Gebreselassie; Saleh Kekiya;Germano Nati, and Estifanos Seyoum.
At the end of its deliberations, it adopted as follows:
The Committee on the Human Rights of Parliamentarians:
> Is extremely concerned at the conclusions of
the United Nations Special Rapporteur on
the human rights situation in Eritrea, as they
not only confirm its own findings with regard to the arbitrary detention of the 11 parliamentarians, but also give a comprehensive
account of the horrendous backdrop of repression against which those conclusions
have to be considered;
> Deplores, once more, the Eritrean authorities’ continued contempt for the most basic human rights of the 11 parliamentarians by keeping them in incommunicado detention for 20 years for exercising their right to freedom of expression in calling for the adoption of a constitution and the establishment of a democratically elected parliament;
> Is appalled by the persistent silence of the authorities, all the more so in light of the uncorroborated information that
only one of the 11 parliamentarians may still be alive and the fact that the continued uncertainty about the fate of the
former parliamentarians leaves their families in absolute agony; >>>
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> Recalls that impunity, by shielding those responsible from judicial action and accountability, decisively encourages the perpetration of further serious human rights violations, and that attacks
against the life of members of
parliament, when left unpunished, violate the fundamental
rights of individual parliamentarians and of those they represent – even more so when
leading figures of parliament
are targeted in the context of a
broader pattern of repression,
as in the present case; recalls
also that the widespread or systematic practice of enforced disappearance and torture constitute a
crime against humanity; stresses the
legitimate right of the relatives of the
victims to know about the fate of their
loved ones and to receive adequate
compensation;

> Urges, once more, the Eritrean authorities to provide official information on the fate of the 11 parliamentarians and
to release them forthwith;
> Cannot but consider that the international community, including the global parliamentary community, cannot remain silent in the face of these violations and cannot allow
them to be erased from public memory;
> Renews its call to all IPU members, permanent observers
and parliamentary assemblies to take concrete actions for the resolution of this case, including by
making representations to the diplomatic missions of Eritrea in their countries and raising the case
publicly; and hopes to be able to rely on the assistance of all relevant regional and international
organizations to achieve this objective.

a nEW EritrEan group claimS to havE
attackED 150 Ethiopian troopS at SaWa
Eritrean social media reported to have received information from inside Eritrea that in
late March, 150 Ethiopian soldiers receiving training at the infamous Sawa camp were
targeted by an Eritrean group opposed to the one-man dictatorship in Asmara.
The report appeared in a statement of an organization called Eritrean Movement For
Justice (EMFJ) that claimed it carried out the attack at Sawa on 29 March 2021 and that
casualties were high. It said the Ethiopian soldiers were at a place called “Enda Hamshay” barracks inside Sawa at the time of the attack.
And whether true or not for now, this kind of things can be, who knows, in the making.
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arE EritrEan youth alSo
likEly to DiE in thE SuDanEthiopia borDEr conflict?
UN and other usually reliable international
sources have reported the presence of Eritrean
forces in the disputed Al-Fashaga triangle
straddling the border between Ethiopia and Sudan. The conflict between Sudan and Ethiopia
remains under high tension following the occupation of the area by the Sudan a few months
ago. The Eritrean forces were reportedly deployed around Barkhat settlement in Greater
Fashaga and clashes were reported since early
March. The involvement of Egypt in the conflict
seemed imminent following the signing of a new security agreement with the Sudan and the
Egyptian Army Chief of Staff Lieutenant General Mohamed Farid vowing Egypt’s determination
“to consolidate ties and relations with Sudan in all fields, especially military and security fields…
and that solidarity is a strategic approach imposed by the regional and international environment.”
Eritreans have little trust in the belligerent dictator in Asmara and are worried that thousands
more of Eritrean youth may be thrown to the cauldron for no reason good other than Isaias Afeworki’s erratic involvements in bloody conflicts in the region.

Ethiopia’s Future in the Balance?
The war in Tigrai and its tragic consequences did provoke not only massive wave of reports and political statements of all colours and hues, but also learned articles on the
background to the situation ominously unfolding in Ethiopia and the rest of the region.
One of these writings is a 14 April 2021 piece by Messay Kebede from the University of
Dayton, USA. This is an essential reading on forms of nation-building in general and the
historical background to PM Abiy Ahmed’s Ethiopia. Good reading.
*****

Abiy’s Achilles’ Heel
Nation-building is the process by which peoples with diverse origins, histories, languages, and
cultures and living under one political rule develop over time common interests, goals, and values that are sufficient enough to make them want to continue to live together. The method that
seems most suited to obtaining such a result is the practice of assimilation. This is usually done
through the imposition of the language and culture of the politically dominant group, and which
group uses the state machinery to homogenize the society in its own image.
Evidently, the policy succeeds only to the extent that it does not encounter a strong resistance
from the groups targeted for assimilation and that it is implemented over a period of time long
enough to ensure the effective political continuity of the dominating group. The cases of France
and Italy can be considered as representative examples of a successful outcome of nationbuilding through the policy of assimilation.>>>
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The Making of Ethiopia and its Deconstruction
A similar attempt at nation-building through assimilation was carried out in Ethiopia under
Haile Selassie’s imperial rule and the Derg’s military regime. In both cases, the imposition of
one official language, the implementation of a uniformizing system of education, and the incentive of social mobility were used to forge various ethnic groups into one national identity
described as Ethiopianism. Though both regimes used different integrating ideologies, the
one focusing on the unifying role of the throne, the other on the Marxist-Leninist expectation
that the class solidarity of the working people will surmount ethnic divisions, there is no denying that the process had registered a successful, though incomplete, result.
The completion was interrupted by the collapse of the central government subsequent to a
military reversal: the combination of the Derg’s erratic political leadership with incompetence
and totalitarian methods explains the failure to
overpower northerner centrifugal forces. The
revolutionary process that brought about the
radicalization of the military regime had engendered so deep class and ethnic fractures that
ethnonationalist groups, which at first were marginal, became a magnet of recruitments to the
point of countering and defeating militarily the
central government. Even so, the success of
Ethiopianization was such that the ethnonationalist party that seized power had to resort to a
rigid and frankly ominous system of ethnic federalism to deconstruct the result of the previous
policy of assimilation.
Very soon it became clear that the system of ethnic federalism could not have a lasting viability, as it was designed to keep indefinitely in power through a policy of divide-and-rule a
party representing a minority ethnic group. In addition to being vastly and indiscriminately
suppressive, the system could not avoid the spread of corruption, nepotism, and incompetence at all levels of the state apparatus and economic organizations. As was expected, extensive uprisings flared up in various parts of the country, notably in the two most populous
ethnic regions. Neither repression nor promises of reform could stop the protests, one important reason being that internal divisions paralyzed the ruling coalition of ethnic parties,
with the consequence that the dominant party in the coalition gradually lost control of the
situation. All these events ended with the election of Abiy Ahmed as the new Prime Minister.
Medemer or the Patching up of Unity
From the get-go, Abiy showed a different tone backed by a conciliatory and unifying message. Not only did he promise reforms, but he also announced a guiding principle, medemer (synergy), which, he says, is the right remedy to heal the ethnic fractures by
channeling them in the direction of cooperative and mutually beneficial relations. Medemer does not question the political demarcations of ethnic groups, as implied in
the very use of the mathematical notion of addition. The latter presupposes the preservation of distinct units, thereby significantly falling short of aiming for a melting pot policy, in
the manner of previous Ethiopian regimes. Abiy’s dilemma lies in this half-measured solution. Even if we assume, and this is a big if, that the distinct groups will be able to reach a
high level of cooperative association, they will remain far from forming a united national
community.
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Moreover, in dismantling Ethiopianism into distinct ethnic groups, the previous regime had sowed distrust
and animosity among them that are not easy to overcome. Worse still, its use of ethnicity as a political tool
to achieve hegemony could not but emulate other ethnicized elites, especially when the elites claim to
represent a large population, as is the case with the various Oromo political parties, including the party of
the Prime Minister himself. The use of ethnic identity for a hegemonic pursuit has even contaminated certain groups opposing the government, as shown by the nostalgic dissenting voice of some ethnonationalist Amhara. Hence the question: is the principle of medemer really apt to overcome all these
negative developments?
Confronted with these difficulties, the Prime Minister understood the need to mitigate the fractures through
the medium of a political agency that could serve as a glue and a model of cooperation. Indeed, a closer
look at the formation of the ruling Prosperity Party reveals the thinking behind the restructuration of the
EPRDF. The latter was a coalition of ethnic parties held together by the hegemonic position of the
TPLF. The restructuring of the coalition into one Prosperity Party was obviously meant to lessen the ethnic divisions and make way for a pan-Ethiopian party. Where a united party tops or crowns regional divisions, it dilutes their political impact and likens them to administrative distinctions. Since the top is where
everything converges and integrates, the regional divisions appear as ramifications of one single entity.
In support of a successful outcome of nation-building by the medium of a ruling inclusive party, one can
cite the case of India. Though ethnically diverse, India has put in place a successful procedure of nationbuilding without having recourse to assimilation. The multi-ethnic nature of the Indian National Congress
since its inception, both in its ideological makeup and composition, was instrumental in forging India’s ethnic and religious diversity into an inclusive nationalism.
As the party embraced elites and middle-classes from diverse groups, it easily turned into an all Indian
political organization transcending religious and ethnic cleavages. Needless to say, the organization
gained a mass support thanks to Gandhi’s charismatic leadership. Because political alliances transcending ethnic divides thus became stabilized
through institutionalization, they developed a pannational identity. As a result, parties formed around
ethnic divides could neither politicize ethnicity nor
have access to state power. The consequence was
that they remained marginal political forces.
Another example is Switzerland. The various language groups composing the ethnic diversity of
Switzerland never aspired to become independent
states; nor did any of the composing groups show
interest in joining the neighboring state that spoke a
similar language. What is more, no political party
that claimed to represent one ethnic group emerged
as a significant political force.
The reason for the inability to politicize language
was that a trans-ethnic elite fully assumed the leadership of the political development of the country
and its modernization. The fact that the political alliance of elites from all the ethnic groups guided the
nation-building process had a major outcome: it
created and stabilized trans-ethnic institutions, and
so facilitated the consolidation of a pan-Swiss national identity.
In 1883, Ethiopia was c.10% of its present size
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These two examples clearly show the possibility of integrating ethnic diversity through the forging of a
pan-national identity, just as it underscores the condition for its successful outcome. Only when a prior
and lasting alliance of elites transcending ethnic references presides over the political development of
a country with diverse composition does the effort of integration into a national community achieve its
target.
The Primacy of Unity
As concerns Ethiopia, however, be they in the Eritrean, Tigrean, Oromo, or Somali cases, the political
movements that became dominant came into being and grew as ethnonationalist movements. The
movements that were initially trans-ethnic, like the EPRP and MEISON, were defeated, and those
that appeared during the time of the TPLF’s rule, like Medrek, either failed or remained marginal.
Consequently, Ethiopia faced and is still facing the extremely difficult task of achieving some form of
national unity under the aegis of artificially united, competing, and mutually suspicious ethnic parties.
Abiy’s move to replace the ruling coalition of parties by a pan-Ethiopian party was clearly meant to
provide the missing trans-ethnic political component that would be instrumental in implementing the
principles of Medemer. Unfortunately, not only is Prosperity Party far from being a trans-ethnic party,
but worse yet, it is fractured by competing party interests and saddled with the hegemonic aspiration
of the Oromo component of the party.
Following the defeat of the TPLF, the center of gravity of ethnic tensions has shifted to Prosperity
Party: neither the mass killings nor the displacements taking place in various parts of the country can
be explained without the double game of influential members of the Oromo faction of the Prosperity
Party, who obviously are quite reluctant to see the neutralization of the various armed groups operating in Oromia.
In light of the condition of a viable nation-building effort, the crucial question is then to know whether a
similar outcome can be obtained by blending forces that are centrifugal by formation, as is the case of
Ethiopia. Let there be no misunderstanding: in India as well as in Switzerland, a broad and solid consensus among diverse elites came first, and this consensus became regional through a democratic
process of decentralization. The result is that ethnic distinctions took the form of a differentiation,
ramification of an agreed unity.
The reverse is true in Ethiopia: the ethnic groups come first, and they are supposed to form Ethiopia
through their agreement. Unity is not the point of departure, the center that differentiates into ethnic
diversity; rather, it is the artificial sum of sovereign ethnic entities, a collection that is no different from
African Unity or European Union. In this disparate gathering, nothing holds together the ethnic groups
except what each group deems to be of its best interests. No wonder, then, that the hegemonic rule
of one of the associates is required to keep the gathering afloat.
This is to say that Abiy’s effort to convert the old EPRDF, which was a mere collection of ethnic parties, into a democratic pan-Ethiopian party has little chance of being successful so long as the Ethiopian Constitution follows the centripetal model of building a nation on the basis of agreement between
disparate ethnic groups. The whole spirit of the Constitution must be changed: instead of starting from
the assertion, “We, the Nations, Nationalities and Peoples of Ethiopia,” its opening preamble must be:
“We the People of Ethiopia.” In no way does this opening preclude the recognition of ethnic regions:
just as the various aspects of a giant tree grew from its initial seed, ethnic demarcations will simply be
perceived as differentiations within a given and fully endorsed unity. When instead of being the point
of arrival, unity becomes the point of departure; the various provisions of the Constitution would appear as so many ways to perfect the union in the direction of freedom and equality.
Messay Kebede
University of Dayton
https://udayton.academia.edu/MessayKebede
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unhcr rEachES DEStroyED
rEfugEE campS in tigray
When the UNHCR and the UN Office for Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs could finally visit the
Eritrean refugee camps of Shimelba and Hitsats in late March in Tigray, they found both camps
“completely destroyed, and all the humanitarian facilities looted and vandalized.” They also could not
tell as to what exactly happened to the refugees. This distressing news was given by UNHCR
spokesperson Boris Cheshirkov at a press conference on 26 March at the UN the Palais des Nations in Geneva.
It was reported that in the Hitsats camp, most of the shelters as well as UNHCR’s offices and staff
guest house were found burnt to the ground. The mission confirmed what satellite imagery and accounts from refugees had indicated at the beginning of this year. UNHCR continued to express its
deep concern about the well-being of the Eritrean refugees who had been residing there, all of

2,000 Eritrean refugee children are left in limb. This is Hitsats camp before its destruction.

whom have fled the camps. Of some 20,000 refugees that lived in the two northern camps of Hitsats
and Shimelba prior to the crisis, more than 7,000 have either made their own way or were assisted
by Ethiopian authorities to reach the other two Eritrean refugee camps, Mai Aini and Adi Harush. In
addition, the UN agencies could contact more than 2,000 refugees from Hitsats and Shimelba in
Shire, Mekelle, Afar, and Addis Ababa.

millionS unDEr thrEat of Starvation in tigray
Reports are that millions of people in the Northern Tigray region of Ethiopia are under the threat of starvation. According to a UN agency report in late April 2021, households are suffering from acute malnutrition (see map) and that their fate could be just “famine” marked by an extreme lack of food, resulting in
starvation or death. Well over 4.5 million people are in need of food aid. The report affirms that food
shortages are not simply a case of collateral damage. It alleged that Ethiopian and Eritrean forces have
been looting shops and farms, burning food that they cannot take with them. Water tanks and reservoirs have also
been targeted.
Also in April the World Peace Foundation (WPF), a research organization, published a report alleging systematic “starvation crimes” perpetrated by belligerents. Ethiopia’s government has also been accused of blocking food
deliveries to civilians. Between 700,000 and 2.2m people
are estimated to be displaced within Tigray, separated
from their homes and livelihoods. The WPF reckons that in
central and eastern Tigray alone, between 50 and 100
people are dying every day from causes directly related to
hunger. The UN High Commissioner for Human Rights
has promised to investigate allegations of human-rights abuses in Tigray “as soon as possible”.
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EPDP Chairman’s Clarification
Statement on Misguided Chatter
(Certain individuals from within the Eritrean opposition are, unfortunately, once more indulging into
expressing negative views against what they wish to call “the others”. This harmful PFDJ-kind of
“don’t attend their meeting” attitude should not be allowed to re-visit the opposition. It is to be recalled that Mr. Amanuel Eyasu of the Assenna Foundation sent personal messages to several people,
including EPDP members, asking them to attend a preliminary zoom discussion on what can be done
to create a common platform in the struggle against the regime in Eritrea. For the benefit of anyone
interested on the matter, below is an English translation of the full text of a clarification statement
issued by EPDP Chairman, Mr. Tesfai Woldemichael (Degiga), on 25 April 2021. Good reading.)

EPDP Chairman’s Statement
It is an open secret that members of the Eritrean People’s Democratic Party (EPDP) have been attending all kinds of meetings and initiatives calling for a common struggle against the dictatorship in
Eritrea. Examples of such meetings at which EPDP members actively attended and expressed their
views included various Yiakl/Enough meetings, women’s initiatives, Snit panels, government in exile discussions and what have
you.
Therefore, those EPDP members who attended the 14 April
meeting called by the Assenna Foundation did so for the same
aims, and of course had no hidden agenda to promote. The invitations were sent on individual basis and not for representation of
parties; nor were the attendees at the meeting assigned by their
leaderships. Furthermore, it must be clear that EPDP members
have the right and the liberty of attending any Eritrean meeting to
which they are invited, and sometimes to attend meeting to which
they are not invited in person.
Per the EPDP Constitution, any party member has the right to be
a member of a civil society or a popular movement of his/her choice. But no EPDP member can be
a member of another political organization. That is why the EPDP side at the Assenna Foundation
head-on asked if the meeting was intending to create a new organization. [To be fair], the response
by the Assenna Foundation was that their initiative was simply to coordinate forces willing to work
together and that their move was in no way opposed to other opposition forces.
To be clear enough, for those who did not know, EPDP is the Eritrean party that has actually and
repeatedly shown its steadfast position in defending its independent political decision. For that, it
has been paying dearly. These truths have been very well recorded in the archives of the Eritrean
opposition camp.
At the present, the EPDP is devoting all its potential and resources to promote the creation of an allinclusive national umbrella that can bring together the political organizations, popular movements
and civil societies. For the EPDP, this is the top priority and it has no ulterior agenda as insinuated
by certain quarters.
Regarding the war in Tigray, the EPDP is guided by the Political Statement issued at the extraordinary meeting of its Central Council on 21 November 2020 which partly reads as follows:
1. The EPDP condemns in the strongest terms possible this Abiy-isaias project on the people and
the regional government of Tigray. We know causes of the war to be political and constitutional
in nature and we call on both sides to stop the hostilities and find an appropriate political solution.
2. The Party supports the calls by international and regional organizations, governments, religious
and human rights bodies for ending the war, and we in particular urge warring parties to accept
the initiative of the African Union for peace mediation. In the meantime, we call upon the international community to give serious attention to the plight of all refugees and internally displaced
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3. Justifiable fears of Eritreans are that one of the objectives of this war is to damage and compromise
the hard-won sovereignty of the Eritrean people. We thus renew the call on the Eritrean armed forces
and people to redouble their efforts to remove the treacherous dictatorship of Isaias Afeworki before it
gets too late.
4.The territorial integrity and sovereignty of Eritrea is already endangered by Dictator Isaias Afeworki’s
decision to turn Eritrea into a military base for Ethiopian land, air and naval forces. That is why we say it
high time for the entire Eritrean nation to rise up against the one-man dictatorship and in the meantime
ask for the most immediate withdrawal of Ethiopian forces from Eritrean land.
5. The treacherous one-man dictatorship in Eritrea did not only allow the entry of foreign armed forces
to Eritrea, but it also reportedly forced Eritrean army units to be exposed to the risks of the war in Tigray forgetting that their sole responsibility isf being the guardians of Eritrean sovereignty and the
safety of its people. This emergency meeting of the Central Council therefore calls on the Eritrean
armed forces to abandon their unjustified involvement in the war that does not concern them. We reiterate our urge to our own people to help in finding ways for safe return of its sons and daughters forced
to join this war.
6. Likewise, our Party calls for an end of the ongoing ethnic killings in Ethiopia and condemns the massive attacks of the Ethiopian Government in Tigray region.
7. We forcefully reject any abuses on civilians and theft of their properties. As such, the reported seizure of people’s property under the cover of war is a criminal act not to be condoned, whoever the actor; it must also be clear to all that such illegal seizures will have consequences.
8. The world is well aware that many Eritreans have long been forced to live in exile due to the 30-year
liberation war and, since 1991, because of the intolerable situation under the one-man dictatorship.
Ethiopia and the Sudan have been among the generous benefactors supporting our exiled people. To
this day, Ethiopia hosts a large number of Eritrean refugees, many of them in camps in the Tigray region. Because of this, the total membership in our party and many Eritreans are deeply concerned
about the precarious situation of Eritrean refugees in the war zone.
9. The EPDP Central Council therefore wishes to draw the attention of all concerned bodies including
the international community to provide the necessary protection and support the tens of thousands of
Eritrean refugees in the region.
This self-evident statement tells all about the EPDP position on the matter. Likewise, the party’s relations in cooperation with all forces that support our struggle against the dictatorship in Eritrea have
been clear for a very long time. We once more underline that the EPDP shall never be stopped from
promoting principled relations with: 1.Forces that respect Eritrean sovereignty;2.Forces that shall desist
from violating our independent political decision; 3.Forces that accept relations on the basis of mutual
respect;4.Forces willing to refrain from interference in one’s internal affairs; and 5.Forces willing to promote peace and common interests.
On Eritrean-Ethiopian relations, the Party’s Third and Unity Congress [of 2019] has adopted the
EPDP’s position on relations guaranteed by institutional instruments and not to be based on the whims
of individual leaders. The relations with Ethiopia must be based on non-interference on each other’s
internal affairs, and aim to promote peace and basic interests of the two countries/peoples.
We in the EPDP thus reiterate [to all concerned] that we shall continue to struggle on the bases of our
declared objectives and that the attendance of some party members at the meeting called by Assenna
Foundation was not a new occurrence. Therefore, even though there cannot be any wild distortion that
can win over the truth, we anyway felt to alert the public against certain quarters of ill-will bent at repeating the un-wanted and mutually harmful history of negative campaigns with falsehoods against the
EPDP.
Let’s Unify Our Ranks to Protect
Eritrean Sovereignty!!
Office of the EPDP Chairman
25 April, 2021
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